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Pancreatic Cancer: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004


	Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma is the fourth leading cause of cancer

	death in the United States. Annually approximately 30,000 Americans are

	diagnosed with the disease and most will die from it within five years. Pancreatic

	ductal adenocarcinoma is unique because of its late onset in age, high

	mortality, small tumor samples...
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Mongoose for Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Mongoose is all about putting the data model where it should be: in your application. You can control everything from within your application in JavaScript, eliminating the need to work with the database or a separate management system.


	Mongoose for Application Development is a practical, hands-on guide that takes you from...
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The Art and Science of HDR Imaging (The Wiley-IS&T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Rendering High Dynamic Range (HDR) scenes on media with limited dynamic range began in the Renaissance whereby painters, then photographers, learned to use low-range spatial techniques to synthesize appearances, rather than to reproduce accurately the light from scenes. The Art and Science of HDR Imaging presents a unique scientific...
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Synthesis and Optimization of Digital CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 1994

	This new graduate textbook in computer engineering offers a modern, up-to-date look at computer aided design of VLSI circuits at the functional and logic level by addressing an interesting topic in CAD for digital circuits: design synthesis of detailed specifications from abstract models. Topics covered include hardware modeling, compilation...
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Reasoning with Probabilistic and Deterministic Graphical Models: Exact Algorithms (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2013

	
		Graphical models (e.g., Bayesian and constraint networks, influence diagrams, and Markov decision processes) have become a central paradigm for knowledge representation and reasoning in both artificial intelligence and computer science in general. These models are used to perform many reasoning tasks, such as scheduling, planning and...
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Effective Knowledge Transfer in Multinational CorporationsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
Those who have really enabled this research – and will, I hope, also benefit from its outcome at one point or other – are the managers who participated in the study. I hope my lengthy questionnaire and my numerous follow-up calls have not discouraged them to support further empirical studies. Special thanks go to my advisers, Professors...
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Transport Equations in Biology (Frontiers in Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2006
This book presents models written as partial differential equations and originating from various questions in population biology, such as physiologically structured equations, adaptive dynamics, and bacterial movement. Its purpose is to derive appropriate mathematical tools and qualitative properties of the solutions (long time behavior,...
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Google SketchUp For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007

	Get a whole new perspective on 3D modeling


	Build your house in 3D, do some remodeling, and share it in Google Earth


	Developed with architects and other design gurus in mind, Google SketchUp is the fast, easy way to build 3D models of anything you want — buildings, furniture, or...
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Fuzzy Control SystemsCRC Press, 1993
Must reading for anyone interested in acquiring a thorough understanding of fuzzy logic, its role in soft computing, and its application to control and related fields.

-Lotfi A. Zadeh
From the Foreword     

       Fuzzy Control Systems explores one of the most active areas of research involving fuzzy set theory. The...
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Markov Random Field Modeling in Image Analysis (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2009

	Modeling problems in this book are addressed mainly from the computational viewpoint. The primary concerns are how to define an objective function for the optimal solution to a image analysis or computer vision problem and how to find the optimal solution. The solution is defined in an optimization sense because the perfect solution is...
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Leading the Virtual Workforce: How Great Leaders Transform Organizations in the 21st CenturyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	As it turns out Bennis underestimated the impact that bad leadership
	can have. A combination of greed, hubris, flawed judgment, and miscalculation
	has made the Enron debacle seem almost quaint by comparison
	to the global financial crisis that we now face. Although numerous pundits
	and scholars have advanced many reasons for the...
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Objects, Abstraction, Data Structures and Design: Using C++John Wiley & Sons, 2005


	Our goal in writing this book was to combine a strong emphasis on problem solving

	and software design with the study of data structures. To this end, we discuss applications

	of each data structure to motivate its study. After providing the specification

	(a header file) and the implementation of an abstract data type, we cover case...
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